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Attend The
Annual Bazaar
Number 7

Annual Fashion Show Climaxes
H.T.C. Honored By
The Virginians To Furnish
Successful Standards Day Presence Of Gov.
Music At Annual Bazaar
Peery In Assembly ANDRE STUDIO BEGINS
Eleanor Studebaker, Chair- College Lyceum Course
man of Standards Committee Program
Highlights and Trends of
Modern Styles Seen By
Students Wednesday
Evening

Offers Varied Program Governor Briefly Reviews PHOTOGRAPHIC WORK
Educational Program
Of State

Artists From Peabody Conservatory of Music to
Give Recital Nov. 24
CITES TEACHING AS
NOBLE PROFESSION
The program for the Lyceum

FOR 1935 YEARBOOK

Last Monday in the Y. W. Social
Room began the smiles, sweet expressions, and "Hold it, please," when
Mr. McClung of the Andre Studio,
Staunton, started his round of picture
patching for The Schoolma'am. The
number so far taken is somewhat higher than that of last year, but it is
expected to be even higher since there
are always a slight hesitancy and lack
of promptness in signing up. However, the authorities have expressed
their appreciation of the co-operation
already shown by the student body.
Quite a bit of interest has been
aroused over the fact that this year the
seniors will wear white drapes, a change
from the traditional black caps and
gowns. The other classes will wear
black drapes with differently shaped
necklines as the distinguishing feature.
The price of each sitting is one
dollar and a charge of ten cents extra
for each glossary print. The representation fees for each class are as
follows: Senior, $6.50; Junior, $3.50;
Sophomore, $4.00 and Freshman,
$1.50. Senior and sophomore placement pictures will be $1.00 a dozen.

Annual Exhibit Sponsored
By The Schoolma'am

Orchestra to Start Music at
7:30 P. M.; Stunts
Added Attractions

As an added feature of the annual
bazaar, ' sponsored by The Schoolma'am staff, Ray Frye and his orchesIn the observance of standards day
tra, The Virginians, will furnish melof the Student Government Associaody on Saturday evening, November
tion the annual fashion show was held
17. The doors of the Big Gym will
in Wilson Hall auditorium Wednesopen promptly at 7:30 p. m. and
day evening. The standards commitentertainment will continue until
tee in charge of events of the day is
10:0,0. p. m.
composed of Eleanor Studebaker,
Attractive articles, suitable for
Luray, chairman; Josephine R. MilChristmas gifts for both men and
ler, Woodstock; Annie Cox, Baywood,
women will be on display. Included
and Bertha Jenkins, Waynesboro.
among these will be costume jewelry,
The purpose of the fashion show
cigarette cases, rug^, purses, imported
is to acquaint the students with the
scarfs, and other novelties. A brand
proper costumes to be worn for the
new feature will be a lavish display
different campus occasions. Posters,
of L. G. Balfour and Co.'s jewelry.
stationery forms, and Sunday night
In order that all may share the benefits,
supper tables laid in the lobby of Harcharge accounts, payable after Christrison Hall further informed the stumas will be open to students.
dent of the aproved campus customs.
Each class and organization is givThose modeling active sports wear
ing a stunt during the course of the
were: Ann Kellam, Weirwood, and
evening thus furnishing a maximum
Ann Van Landingham, Petersburg, the
of fun and hilarity for all. The Schoolconventional dress for gymnasium;
ma'am is offering a prize for the most
Edith Todd, Richmond; Anne Bond, Training School Group
original stunt.
Petersburg; Shirley Moser, Manhattan,
Arrangements for the bazaar are in
FIVE
H.T.C.
DELEGATES
Under Supervision of
N. Y., and Sophie Schneer, Brooklyn,
the hands of Mary Blankinship, busiATTEND CONFERENCE ness manager of the annual.
N. Y., riding habits; Douglas MacMiss Ratliff
Donald, Scotts, N. C, and MarThe price of admission will be ten
Five delegates left H. T. C. this cents.
guerite Holder, Winston-Salem, N. C,
Showing the kind of thing they
morning at eleven o'clock to represent
white tennis outfits; Mike Buie, Lake
the Frances Sale club at the NaCity, Fla, a tailored golf suit; and could do to observe National Educational Conference of the American
Carrie Mae Turner, Chase City, and tion Week lately observed throughout
Country Life Association which is
Mildred Hutcheson, Portsmouth, bath- the United States, the 6B Grade from
ing suits.
meeting
in Washington, D. C, Nothe Main Street School gave an exvember 16-19. Those attending are:
Lounging pajamas appropriate for hibition of their work before the stuMadaline Blair, Agnes Mason, Mary
Breaking a 2-2 tie by furious playthe Sunday night supper were worn
dent body during the Wednesday asLee Dovel, Mary Cox, and Eleanor ing during the last half, Westhampton
by Marjorie Fulton, Gate City; VirZiegler.
scored a 5-2 victory over Harrisonginia Bean, Cumberland, Md.; Mildred sembly period in Wilson Hall. Miss
Lavada
Ratliff
was
the
supervisor
in
The meetings last through Monday, burg in the hockey game Saturday,
Townsend, Manquin; and Fannie Slate,
but
the delegates plan to return to November 10.
South Boston.
charge and was assisted by the student
Cornstalks
and
leaves
carried
out
the
During the early part of the game
campus
Sunday night.
Clothes suitable for observing sports teachers, Eleanor Balthis, Strasburg;
harvest
season
theme
of
the
autumn
the
two teams seemed fairly evenly
and campus or street wear were model- Nancy Turner and Beulah Ellis, Nordance
for
those
who
danced
to
the
matched;
although Westhampton made
ed by Margaret Dixon, Winston-Salem, folk; Geneva Whitmer, Dayton; and
NEW SCIENCE CLUB
music
of
Ray
Fry's
Virginians
on
Satthe
first
two
goals, Harrisonburg, with
N. C.; Melva Burnette, Leesville; Julia
ELECTS
OFFICERS
Anna
Tutwiler,
Harrisonburg.
urday
evening,
November
10.
shots
by
Courter,
right inner, and
Courter, Amelia; Janet Latane, CranHolder, left inner,, evened the score
The program had been organized
One of the largest crowds of dancford, N. J.; Helen Willis, Clarksville;
Lucy Clarke, Catalpa, was elected to a tie at the half.
Alice Thompson, Charleston, W. Va.; by the children for the purpose of ob- ers ever to attend the fall dance were
president
of the new organized science
Opposed by a strong backfield, HarElizabeth Swartz, Clifton Forge; and serving National Education Week dur- present and the stag line knew no
club
by
a
unanimous
vote
on
Wedrisonburg
failed to score in the latter
ing
their
own
assembly
period.
It
was
bounds, thus making the dance an outLeila Rucker, Delaplane.
nesday.
This
club
created
to
meet
half,
while
Westhampton, pushing
composed
with
the
idea
of
a
modern
standing
success.
Men
from
most
of
Dresses for wear on Sunday were
the
needs
and
interest
of
students
espethrough
the
purple
and gold defence,
school
boy
who
acquainted
his
grandthe
schools
in
Virginia
were
numbered
shown by Nancy. Turner and Kathcially
interested
in
the
sciences,
plans
added
an
additional
three points to
mother
with
the
progressive
type
of
among
the
dancers.
Many
alumna:
releen Carpenter, Norfolk; Marjorie
to
become
a
junior
member
of
the
their
credit.
school
which
he
attended
and
with
turned
for
this
first
dance
of
the
year.
Baptiste, Boydton; Catherine MatThis is the second of the three varsMary Vernon Montgomery, chair- Virginia Academy of Science.
thews, Cambridge, Md.; Ruth Horton, which she was totally unfamiliar. To
ity
games scheduled to be played here
Others elected to fill official positions
Roanoke; Mary Blankenship, Clifton do this he brought his classmates home man of the social committee, introthis
season; the last will be the annual
Forge; Katherine Beale, Holland; Eliz- and showed her some of the things duced guests to the receiving line. are: Elizabeth Schumaker, vice-presiclash
with the Alumna:.
abeth Gilley, Axton; and Alyce Geiger, which he did during the course of a Those receiving were: ^rs. A. B. dent; Margaret Newcomb, treasurer;
Westhampton
H. T. C.
day.
This
exhibition
was
made
up
enCook,
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Duke
and
HenriHelen
Madjeski,
chairman
of
the
proLos Angeles, Calif.
Baker
MacDonald
tirely
with
work
which
the
.children
etta
Manson.
gram
committee.
Dinner dresses and evening gowns
Right Wing
were worn by Dorothy Beach, Nor- had been doing in the 6B Grade.
Fleet
J. Courter
The
children
presented
charts
showfolk; Florence Holland, Eastville;
Right
Inner
Grace Mayo and Sophie Rogers, Ports- ing different phases of the coal indusNeale (Capt.)
Allred
mouth; Ann Gunter, Greensboro, N. try and gave oral reports on this subCenter
Field
C; Ellen Eastham and Ruth Bodine, ject showing wide research and a depth
Virginia was on his way to the H. Cowherd
Shank
Harrisonburg; Gene Averett, Lynch- of real knowledge. Booklets, graphs,
S.
T.
C.
auditorium!
Left
Wing
maps,
and
specimens
mounted
on
a
STAGE ALL SET
burg; Mary Vernon Montgomery, BasThe minister on the platform arose Loue
Holder
kerville; Martha Saunders, Richmond; poster showed the units relation to art,
BUT NO GOVERNOR and did his part toward shortening
Left
Inner
history,
and
language.
The
children
Hattie Courter, Amelia; Helen Irby,
the wait for his Excellency, the Gov- Owen
Fultz
Blackstone; Frances Averett, Lynch- gave their "grandmother" some knowlAn atmosphere of expectancy, of ernor. Morning prayer was prolonged.
Left
Halfback
burg; Bertha Jenkins, Waynesboro; edge of the songs they had learned by
awe, of slight anxiety filled the audiIn order that all might be proceed- Conner
J. Lea
and Marian Townsend, Red Springs, singing The Gypsy Queen, little
ing smoothly when the speaker arrivCenter
Halfback
torium.
Pre-chapel
conversations
were
Dutch
Garden,
and
Sweet
and
Low.
N. C.
Studebaker
Reports on news items of the day, hushed to whispers. A murmur rose ed, it was suggested that the state White
Two city clothing shops, Ralph's
song, Old Virginia be sung. ThinkRight Halfback
showing
the
child's
alertness
to
the
and The Parisian, furnished some of
and quickly died as a somewhat agiing of her native state, (New York Dolman
Todd (Capt.)
current affairs of the day were prethe costumes for the fashion show.
tated
dean
and
dignified
minister
took
was
well
represented)
each
girl
in
the
Right
Field
.
sented.
their
places
on
the
platform.
A
very
audience
sang
mightily.
Although
Walton
Pittman
Variety was added to the program
Columbia Men Form
largo
time
was
being
strictly
observed
Left
Fjeld
powerful
looking
woman
stepped
forby dances and tumbling stunts which
Thompson
A Knitting Society had been learned during the physical ward and began waving her hands. by the last chorus, the song did not Marston
last to greet the governor. America
Guard
education period.
Immediately, Lead On, O King Eternal
the Beautiful was deemed the next
Substitutes: Westhampton — Mills
Knitting, hitherto an exclusive ocDean Hawkes's statement on the was intoned by 799 people. (The rest most appropriate choice. Ah—relief for Cowherd, Neale for Dolman,
cupation for women, is being taken matter, which was made public yester- had colds.) With due solemnity minus at last—the governor arrived as the Walker for Fleet, Fleet for Baker,
up by men, it was learned yesterday. day, reads: "I think that al Istudents even a trace of college swagger, black final strains of the music 'died away. Marston for Walton, Walton for ConA group of freshmen and sophomores who want to should be allowed to knit. gowned and becapped seniors proHad he been delayed longer, who ner.
in Columbia Colelge, convinced that This is part of the liberty for which cessed to their front-row seats.
knows but that the chapel repetoire
Scorers: Langhorn, H. Courter.
they are giving the campus something Columbia stands."
The dean made his announcements of H. T. C. would have been exhaustTimers: B. Marston, L. Sloop.
to talk about, have obtained permission
The dean declared, however, that with well-curbed flourishes. Then, ed, and his Excellency met by the
Referees: Miss Ethel Watson, Ranfrom Dean Herbert Hawkes to form "knitting isn't quite up my alley." the cause of the morning's irregular- rather unsophisticated tune of The dolph-Macon; Miss Harriet Rogers,
the Knita-nata-nu Society.
—New York Times. ities was disclosed; the governor of Man on the flying Trapeze!
Sweet Briar.
Course has been announced. On
November 24, there will be a program given by artists from Peabody
Conservatory 'of Music, Baltimore.
They are: Alexander Sklanevski,
pianist, Stephen Deak, cellist, and
an accompanist.
The New English Singers are
booked for December 13. The program will consist of Old English
Christmas folk songs.
Another attraction, eagerly looked forward to is the presentation of
"Green Pastures" on February 20,
by the original cast.
The town lyceum tickets are being offered for sale in the next few
days.

6B Grade Presents
Education Program

The Honorable George Peery, governor of Virginia, briefly reviewed the
educational program of the state and
cited teaching as one of the noblest
of professions in addressing the student
body of Harrisonburg State Teachers
College recently.
Mr. Peery discussed the ways and
means by which all schools in the
state have been given an eight months
term during the present administration. "Economy," asserted the speaker, "must be last on schools, because
we cannot delay or wait too long to
educate the children of the state."
He pointed out the present good condition of the school system and thanked each indivdual who has contributed
to its success.
Speaking of teaching in relation to
the other professions of service, Mr.
Peery said, "The profession of the
teacher partakes of all three—law,
medicine, and minictry. . . . We must
look to our public schools to educate
the masses and to the integrity and
education of our masses to insure the
perpetuity of our nation."
In conclusion, the speaker presented
to his audience of future teachers a
formula for living as given by the
president of some northern university:
"Live each day as you would wish you
had lived when you become mature."

Large Number Attend
Fall Dance Sat. Night

Students Anxiously Await Arrival
Of Governor By Singing Mightily

Westhampton Scores
5-2 Win Over H.T.C

.\
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THE EDITOR OF THE BREEZE:

I See By the Papers
(By Associated Collegiate Press)
Minneapolis, Minn.—College men
and women are on the average taller
than those young men and women
who do not attend an institution of
higher learning, it has been revealed
here by Dr. Harold S. Diehl, of the
University of Minnesota medical faculty, after an extensive investigation
of the heights of more than 40,000
college students.
Dr. Diehl's studies indicated that
college men attain a maximum growth
in height several years earlier than men
in the general population.
The average height of the college
man is 68.68 inches; his average weight •
is 141.65 pounds. The figures for
co-eds are 63.75 inches and 120.69
pounds. The average male student is
roughly 5 inches taller than the average co-ed, and 21 pounds heavier.
In comparing the average heights of
men students of the various colleges,
Dr. Diehl's study revealed that students in private institutions are taller
than those in state institutions, and
those in state institutions are taller
than those in municipal universities.

Dear Madam:
The theme underlying the Y. W. C.
Published weekly by the student body
I feel that I am expressing the sentiA. program on Sunday, November 11,
of the State Teachers College,
ment
of the entire senior class when I
was that of the horribleness of war
Harrisonburg, Virginia
Tom says: "And did I hear question the justice of the present
and the great need for peace among
somebody say it's getting cold?" practice of a allowing a senior with a
Subscription Price ■ ■ ■ $2.00 a Year the nations. The leader was Martha
C average only one class cut a year.
Jane Snead, Etna Mills.
It seems to me that when a girl reaches
The program included a piano solo,
associated goUegiatf feff
Glossary of the Well-Known Grave the rank of seniority, she should be alDream of an Angel, by Mary Page Digging Scene from Omelette:
1935 *•
• 1034
nscaem
lowed- more privileges along this line.
tunic*
Barnes, Amelia; a summarization of a
Tomb: "A melody; also the largest
By this time she is old enough to
sermon,
"The
Unknown
Soldier,"
by
Editor-in-Chief
of five fingers."
make her own decisions and choices.
Grace
Hart,
Baltimore,
Md.;
and
a
Hamlet: "A fried egg; both sides." Will we not be compelled to make all
EUGENIA TRAINUM
poem, "In Flanders Field," by ElizaSkull: "Art or ability; educational of our own decisions next year? Why
Business Manager
beth Thweat, Petersburg.
institution for children. _
could not the authority for granting
DOROTHY LIPSCOMB
o
Yorick: "Largest city in U. S. class cuts be given the individual fac'Assistant Editor
VIRGINIA COX
Chapel
(New Yorick, y'dope.)
ulty members? Under the present sys'Managing Editor
JOYCE RIELEY
Coffin: "A rasping sound in the tem, a girj may have an A average
Campus Editor
ELSIE MALLORY
Using a topic most appropriate for throat; a beverage."
in one subject and yet can take only
the
day, Father Meredith, priest of the / Pyre: "The place where a boat one class cut a year because her averEDITORIAL STAFF
Catholic Church of Flarrisonburg, adv docks; two of a kind; as a pyre of age as a whole is C.
E. MCKNIGHT
L.A1LRED
dressed
the student body in chapel, No- aces."
D.
MAWS
E. BYWATERS
I drank you for giving printing
E. POOH
Shovel: "A thatched, small hut." space to this article. I feel it to be
vember 12.
G. COHEN
E. SCHUMAKER
G. HART
"The annual recurrence of Armistice
Shroud: "A large mob of people." one worthy of some mention.
L. SLOOP
M. HOPKINS
Day
turns
our
thoughts
to
the
rela—Temple News.
B.
SLOOP
A. MARSHALL
Sincerely,
tionship
of
nations,"
stated
Father
E. THRASHER
A Senior.
Meredith. "Certainly, our outlook
I've just heard the last word in
BOARD OF MANAGERS
o
today is far different than it was six- patriotism. Now they are telling the
HELEN MADJEKI
MAUDE POORB
kids that it is the Blue Eagle that And Have You Heard—
teen years ago."
LOIS MEEU
B. WATTS
Baltimore, Md.—An overwhelming
He
compared
the
feeling
which
was
brings
the babies. Caloric, in SpinREPORTERS
vote of 639 for, and 39 against, interLouise Cloud, Genevieve Stone, Dolores Phalen, an aftermath of the World War with thariscope.—Exchange.
Co-ed Dance: Prelude: Wanted: collegiate football was cast by the
Lena Mundy, Peggy Bycr, Helen MacMillan, our present spirit of unrest. In 1918,
undergraduate body of Johns Hopkins
Elizabeth Strange, Ruth Warner.
people were ringing the theme, "Make
Mr. Hanson sent the following note Men (Keydets at a premium), blondes,
University in a poll conducted here
TYPISTS
the world safe for democracy. It to Mrs. Varner: "Am turning in 'Ten brunettes, "smoothies" preferred (othrecently.
J. Lea, O. Lea, J. Baker, E. Cannon, C Bryan. was thought that we had learned our Million Guinea Pigs' to Miss O'Neal at ers accepted)—Corsages. Avalanches
The returns of the balloting were
lesson; there would be no more war. once thought that the best policy.' of telegrams.
reported to President Ames during an
Nations were expected to join the
Interlude: Wanted: Soft Lights— interview in which the president did
World Court and support the League
One senior was heard asking another
not, however, commit himself to any
of Nations. In 1934, Armistice Day the other day how long it would Bright dresses—Smooth Rhythm—
definite decision with regard to footand goes. A majority of na- take to give a five minute speech.
Plenty of Breaks—A fast Line—A
Apparently A New Deal comes
ball. He indicated that the outcome
tions are on an edge, heavily armed,
Oh, these seniors!
Strong Arm—Shadows.
left no doubts in his mind as to where
Landslide
and ready to seize each other by the
Postlude: (And then came Mon- the student body stood, and that he
throat," Father Meredith said.
Ex: "A man has X miles to travel.
expected the stand of the administraIn
continuing
with
his
discussion
of
He
goes A miles by train, B miles by day) Wanted: More dances,—That
To no one's surprise the Democrats
tion to be taken on the basis of it.
promised
Letter—Thanksgiving
Footthe present peace and economic crisis boat, and C miles he walks. The
claimed the victory in the election reThere has been a movement on foot
Father Meredith cited, "It is the pe- rest he cycles. How far does he ball Game Date—A Return Bid.
to
abolish football at the Baltimore
turns of last week. This should seem culiar role of religion to guide men cycle?"
institution
for almost a year.
to indicate the people's faith in the to set not so great store upon the exAnswer: "d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, 1,
The first dance—huge success—a
New Deal. But does it?—Or is it, orbitant accumulation of this world's m, n, o, p, q, r, s, t, u, v, w, miles." swelegant orchestra—good crowd—
Hamilton, N. Y.—About a wee"k
figuratively speaking, a case of patting goods. If man would put an end to
Savages seem to like uniforms too—
greed, selfishness, and covetousness,
previous
to the Colgate-Ohio State
Training
school
teacher:
"Give
an
always thought that was a southern
the hand which feeds one?
and devote more time to his own soul's example of a masculine, feminine and weakness. And who would monopo- Game, Ted Husing, sports announcer,
In the ranks of the Democratic welfare there would be no time for
neuter noun."
lize the orchestra?—Did the blonde in his radio talk picked Ohio State to
ity are many, such as Senator Glass strife."
Pupil: "Masculine: man, Feminine: boy-friend get a rush?—Have H. T. win.
o
our own state, who are definitely
An hour later a rhythmed telegram
woman, Neuter: corpse."
C. hops been blacklisted by V. P. I.
appeared
from Colgate, reading this
opposed to measures advocated by the
Book Reviews
keydets?—Seems to us that twentyway:
"My
Dear Ted Husing: As to
Letters
in
sloping
type
are
in
hyspresent administration. Also there
four American beauties might be di"A GOODLY HERITAGE,"
Your Choosing that Colgate will be
terics.
vided between friends. . . . The Pracare radicals in the Democratic ranks
"MARY PETERS"
tice House girls certainly had their Losing We Have One Hundred Dolwho think that present measures are
By MARY ELLEN CHASE
When a lady and a gentleman are lucky day Saturday night after . . lars We Are Not Using, and if You
too conservative. Will the first group
walking on the foot-path the lady Blind dates may not appear to be so Surmise Your Prediction is Wise, Fork
The name of Mary Ellen Chase's should walk inside the gentleman.
Up Your Hundred and We'll Take
be able to restrain the passage of more
popular after this.
novel, A Goodly Heritage, now in its
Youse Guys.
(Signed) The Beta
radical legislation or will the new fifth printing, is interesting and wellHouse,
Colgate
University."
Mr. Mack: "Miss Mamby, what is
members, swept into office by the chosen. The book is largely an acSome bright gallants seem to try
Husing wired back this jingle: "As
the
13th amendment?"
present enthusiasm for Rooseveltian count of the heritage of the author's
hard
to
infringe
on
our
exclusive
lines.
To
Your Pleading That Colgate Will
Kit: "It abolishes the negroes."
leadership and the enthusiasm for ex- ancestors and how it molded her life
Some seem to have the mistaken idea Be Leading, I have a Hundred I'm
that capes provide very effective screens Not Needing. I fear That the Betas
tent of government expenditure, take into a definite pattern. Miss Chase's
Miss Aiken: (in art appreciation after 6 p. m.—but what do you think? will Soon Lose Their Status as Progbook is not just a biographical novel,
the leading roles in our next Conbut a first hand account of New Eng- class) "What did Michael Angelo .. Guilty Conscience? Anyway, here's nosticatahs. Please Let Me Know,
gress? Clearly, men of the latter type In a certain sense her book is a collec- paint?"
a hand for more dances.
And I will Forward the Dough.
are unfit to be entrusted with our land life in the nineteenth century,
Answer: "The dome of the Sistine
And I hear that the senior class (Signed) Ted Husing."
national government in its present tion of delightful essays concerning the Madonna."
"Hundred Coming, Keep Wires
claims prior rights in many directions
life of her grandparents, her parents
Humming
With Disastrous News
precarious state.
And twins, too? Is my face red. . .
and herself. A seemingly historical
Gym instructor: "Lots of girls use —Versatile, eh?
Ohio's Succumbing," taunted Colgate.
Apparently the old Republican party
account, in Miss Chase's hands, is turn- dumb-bells to get color in their
Husing, wiring the money, advised:
is fast fading into non-existence. At ed into a fascinating story of a certain
Several girls evidently' invited
cheeks."
"I Tell You This to Bring You Pain,
present, the Democratic party threat- type of people who are more like' our
Student: "And a lot of girls use Scotchmen to the dance and did they The Beta's Be,t will be Husing's Gain.
ens to divide into a radical or left wing early ancestors than any other group color on their cheeks to get dumb- get a surprise when they saw the I'm sorry My Football Erudition Will
.Western Union boy—oho—I haven't
and a conservative or right wing. of Americans. Because of her own bells."
Cost You Most of Next Term's Tuistopped laughing yet.
tion."
Would such a move be beneficial for knowledge of the subject and her personal touch in unimportant but signifiFrances
Kellam:
"Have
you
ever
The game was played. Colgate lost
American politics?
cant details, we read about those New met a man whose touch seemed to
That this column seems to be at- 10 to 7. A few minutes later Husing
And the President, a conservative at Englanders with interest and enjoytracting
campUs-wide (attention. received this gay surrender:
thrill every fibre of your being?"
heart has had heavier responsibilities ment. Miss Chase has a rare touch
Edith Jones: "Yes—my dentist. Watch out, girlies, we may not be your
"Congratulations. You Broke The
best friend but we'll tell you.
bestowed upon him than ever. Will he in description which far surpasses itself
Bank. As Prognosticatahs We Are
Rank." (Signed) The Betas.
abandon some of his seemingly radical in her later novel.
Mother (after relating pathetic
M*ry Peters is directly a product of
The best joke of the week?—Then
measures and attempt to steer a mid- what we see in A Goodly Heritage. story): "Now Jimmy, wouldn't you
dle-of-the-road course by adopting It is not, as the title conveys, a novel like to give your bunny to the poor there was the ass't plodding hurriedly
State College, Pa.—Potatoes are not
definite policies? The supreme test of of a woman's life, but a chronicle of little boy you saw today who hasn't to the BREEZE office and carefully ar- Irish after all, according to L. T. Denranging files. Results of a "fictitious" niston, plant pathologist of the Pennhis superior diplomacy will be shown that generation which lived just be- any father?"
phone. The ass't ? ? ? ? she thought sylvania State College, who is collectJimmy
(clutching
rabbit):
in his ability to control the diverse fore the turn of the century. To us, "Couldn't we give him father in- it was really the ed. Just who did ing material for a history of this vegethose old masters who sailed the seas
groups in the party. An onerous bur- under flying white canvas are envelop- stead?"
call? I wonder ....
table crop. They were first found in
den in iteslf is the task he has in ed in a halo of glamour; to Mary Ellen
the highlands of Chili and Peru.
When they were introduced in
shaping this group into a functioning Chase they are simple folk, the fathers
In some rocks there are to be found
Europe
by the Spanish conquerors, pothe
fossile
footprints
of
fishes.
and
grandfathers
of
her
own
people.
Calendar
legislative body. The authority has
tatoes
were
grown as flowering plants
In
her
novel
these
story
book
heroes
been voted him by the people but the
only.
The
Irish
were the first to estabmore difficult problem of how to exer- become real and living characters.
Teacher: "Johnny, why isn't nitro- Saturday, November 17—Bazaar— lish them as an important source of
cise this power, he must decide for Mary Peters is, of course, the main gen found in Ireland?"
Big Gym, 8:30 p. m.
food and a means of stopping the many
character and it is her we follow
himself.
Johnny: "Because it isn't found in Monday, November 19—A. A. U. famines from which the island sufferthroughout
the
course
of
the
book.
All of these problems furnish food
a free state."
W—Alumna: Hall, 8:00 p. m.
ed. When the crop failed in 1847,
for thought and we can form some in- The style is that of A Goodly HeriWednesday,
November 21—Birth- however, there followed the great
teresting conjectures. Certainly, the tage, perfected. Her descriptive pasAll brutes are imperfect animals.
day Dinner—Bluestone Dining famine which caused the death of
new Congress which assembles in Janu- sages are poignant and moving in their Man is a perfect beast.
Hall,
6:00 p. m.
thousands and contributed to the large
ary promises to be one of the most simplicity. She has a treasure house
Thursday,
November
22—Y.
W.
C.
Irish immigration to our country.
critical and fiery sessions of many of words which she uses with a deliA. Vespers, 6:30 p. m.
After the value of the potato as a
cate
touch.
Her
narrative
passages
are
Figurative
language
is
when
you
years. Much history will be made
(Continued on Page Three)
mean
rooster
and
say
chanticleer.
(Continued
on
Page
Three)
during the 1935 session.

THE BREEZE
Potatoes were introduced in this
country in 1719, in New England.
Now they are grown in every county
of each state. Pennsylvania is one of
the leading states, ranging from third
to fifth in recent years.

Craddock Hamersley accompanied
Helen Anders home last week-end.
*
»
*
Dorothy Lipscomb was the weekend guest of Miss Virginia Smith at
her home in Winchester.
*
*
»
Gwendolyn McCormick visited in
the home of Mrs. F. E. Fulwieder at
Raphine over the week-end.
*
»
»
Alice Marshall was the guest of
Mrs. Thompson, at her home in Chatham, last week-end.
* * *
Ruth Schilling visited in the home
of Mrs. Durham, at Charlottesville, the
past week-end.
*
*
»
Mattie Sledd spent the week-end
with Mrs. Dora Ferguson, at her home
in Luray.
*
*
»

Evening Song by Hadley.
Close of Another Day by O'Hara.
The violin obligato will be played
by Josephine Miller.
»

*

jk *

Dr. Pickett, professor of chemistry,
went fishing Sunday. His prize was
a large mouthed bass which weighed
two pounds, fourteen ounces.
*
*
*
Miss Beatrice Mamble, former student of this college was the week-end
guest of Miss Cleveland. She also has
as guests over the week-end, Miss
Pauline Johnson and her nephew, Mr.
Edgar L. Shepherd.
»
*
»
Miss Hoover is attending a Librarian
Meeting at Blacksburg, Friday, November 16 and Saturday, November
17.
*
*
*
Dr. Samuel P. Duke attended a
conference of the presidents of the
State Teachers Colleges at Farmville
on Tuesday and Wednesday). The
meeting concerned the revision of the
colleges curricula.
*
*
*
Miss Marie Alexander, supervisor of
first grade and Miss Ruth Thompson,
supervisor of second grade have taken
an apartment in Elmwood Court on
South Mason Street.
*
*
»
Dr. Bagby of the State Health Department spent November 12 visiting
on campus and in the training school.
»
»
»

Madison, Wis.—Prof. Charles F. Gillen, of the University of Wisconsin,
could not possibly remain away from
his own recital no matter how much
ticket takers may have wanted to keep
him away or to force him to explain
that he was Professor Gillen and that
he was to do the reading on the stage.
No matter how skeptical the ticket
taker at the door may have been, no
matter whether he believed the person
to be Gillen or some hopeful gate
crasher, he was not able to exclude
him.
For Professor Gillen bought a ticket
for his own recital.
"There's no reason why I should be
admitted free,"- Professor Gillen explained.
The recital was given for the benefit
of the student loan fund.

Europe every ninth man wears a uniform. On June 11, 1934 the disarmament conference adjourned after two
and a third years of fruitless work.
The slogan among the nations seems
to be that the cannon must be fed,
even if the people have to starve.
There is, however, a glimmer of
hope. Germany, if offered parity in
arms with other nations, will come
back to the League of Nations. The
Soviet Union has been admitted as a
member of the League. America now
seems to be in a mood to work in closer
co-operation with it. This might be
the beginning of a New Day.
We have our military attaches and
our naval attaches in our legations and
embassies abroad. The time has come
when every nation should have also a
peace attache whose special business
would be to study the problems of the
relation of nations from the viewpoint
of peace, which hitherto all nations
have studied and approached from the
viewpoint of war.
It is for the students of all countries
to study the questions of war to try
to bring about a change in the attitude
of all nations. I am not advocating
pacifism, or that any one nation should
disarm unless other competitive nations do the same. If intelligent men
and women will lay aside their prejudices and extreme nationalism, they
should be able to come to some understanding that will save civilization and
keep us out of the jungle. It Is up
to the students of America to take the
lead in this matter of such momentous
importance.

hysteria surrounding these years is
drawn with a masterly touch which
makes' neither too much nor too little
of it. There are no painful nor overtense scenes, though there could easily
be melodrama, except for the light
touch which is maintained. Even in
the picture of Kathie's suffering when
her father completely breaks off her
affair with Lee, there is no morbidity.
There is no lack of interest in the
story; the plot is engrossing from start
to finish, and is not set in a definite
enough pattern for the reader to foresee the denouement. And the style,
which is not ostensibly poetic or scholarly, is admirably suited to the sort
of light novel which Late Climbs the
Sun is, the kind of book one thoroughly enjoys while reading it, not having
to brood over hidden symbolism when
one finishes it.—Exchange.
REVOLT IN SPAIN recently caused the death of 3,500 people and the
injury of 10,000 others, with property
damage ranking high. It cost more
than all the other riots that have occurred in Spain in the last 50 years. Although the revolt was put down and
things are quiet on the surface,

Des, Moines, Iqj^-^Last year the
world spent approximately four and
one-half billion dollars on armaments.
The race for increased armaments is
on among all the larger nations. They
EXPERIENCED OPERATORS
are obsessed with it. It has become
TELEPHONE 70
a
mania
with
them.
In
their
madness
Elizabeth Swartz visited in the home
they are headed for the abyss. This
Modern Beauty Salon
of Mrs. Chenault, of Richmond over
121 S. Main St. :: Harriwnburg, Va.
year
the
total
expenditure
for
the
same
the week-end.
Next door to Mick or Mack
purpose will be over five billion.
* * *
Nothing
but
a
fundamental
change
in
June Sprinkle was the guest of Mrs.
thejr attitude, a complete change of
Holt at her home in Washington last
heart,
will save them and civilization
week-end.
from complete ruin.
*
*
*_
QUALITY -|- SERVICE
Only two of the 158 graduates of
Mussolini
rattled
the
sabre
at
the class of 1934 of Arizona State
The following girls spent the weekIS OUR MOTTO
Bologna some weeks ago. In a public Teachers College (Flagstaff) have not
end at their homes: Ila Arrington,
address he declared with his customary received employment to date. ExactThelma Barton, Helen Ferguson, MilliWhen you have us print your i|
vehemence that "Italy will arm. Italy ly 85 per cent of Colby College (Wacent Leggett, Jennie Marino, Helen
School Annual, Catalog, Maga-^J
must be prepared not for the war of terville, Me.) '34 graduates have posiAnders, Elizabeth Austin, Janet Baker,
tomorrow
but
for
the
war
of
today."
zine, Newspaper, or Printing of !
tions.
Eleanor Balthis, Marie Boger, Dorothea
This
is
in
defiance
of
a
deficit
in
the
any Kind—Your work looks
Chenault, Daphna Claytor, Ruth
Italian treasury of 550,000,000 lire
Conklin, Nita Gravely, Mollie Heizer,
Intremural checker and ping pong
NEW, MODERN, and _
i
Miss Violetta L. Davis, Supervising and despite the fact that maximum contests are being held at the Virginia
Mary Ann Holt, Eleanor Holtzman,
taxation
in
Italy
has
already
been
Principal
of
Pleasant
Hill
Junior
High
Elizabeth ^Kincanon, Alma Miller,
Polytechnic Institute (Blacksburg).
DIFFERENT
Margaret Mille/, Dollie Frances Mott, School, was called home at Shenandoah reached. And only recently Mussolini
Ethel Najjum, Helen Patterson, Clyde City, Va., because of the death of her made the further statement that boys
"Oxford Univeristy is still in a
are to be given military training from
The
Helen Schuler, Ruby Shepherd, Helen father.
medieval
state. The dismal atmosphere
*
*
*
the age of eight years.
Shutters, Frances Thompson, ElizaThe Italian government is now re- of the place reminded me of Sleepy
Miss Turner, chairman of the adbeth Younger, Frances Averett, DoroHollow," savs Maxwell Lancaster. "I
ministrative section of the State Die- sorting to cuts in wages and the reI
205 West Beverley Street
thy Hamilton, Minnie Roller.
duction
of
salaries
for
the
purpose
of
^ Part.cularly .mpressed by the lack
*
*
*
tetics Association attended a meeting
STAUNTON, • VIRGINIA
„j..„:_- the
.u cost ofc production.
J..L:„_
uBy- of bathtubs."
reducing
Eleanor Ziegler spent the week-end held at the Monticello Hotel, Norfolk,
this means, Mussolini hopes to counterin the home of Mrs. S. D. Forbes at Va., on November 10. Mrs. Varner
Field hockey, the newest of the
act the unfavorable trade balance. This
talked
on
"Balanced
Dietetics."
Charlottesville.
wage reduction is lowering still furth- popular women's sports, is now played
in 31 countries of the world.
Mrs. Moody, Mrs. Varner and Miss er the standard of living.
Jeanette Abrams visited Mrs. NajThe expenditures for the Italian
jum, at her home in Roanoke, Va., Turner, attended a meeting of Ameri- navy for the next five years, beginFifteen Turkish men are at present
with a
can Dietetics Association in Washingover the week-end.
enrolled
at American universities on
ning 1935, have been increased 480,ton, lately.
*
»
*
000,000 lire and for the strengthening scholarships granted them by their
Peggy Butler accompanied Rose
government.
The guests at Home Management of the air fleet the sum of 1,000,000,Ratcliffe to her home, in Manassas,
RESTFUL
House on Wednesday for dinner were: 000 lire has been appropriated.
last week-end.
ROOMS
In
this
connection
it
is
significant
Book
Reviews
Miss O'Neil, and Miss Hoover. Miss
|For years the name "Bismarck"
to note that on June 5, 1934 the
(Continued from Page Two)
Evelyn Cole was the guest of Mrs. Palmer and her mother, Mrs. Palmer
has been a mark of good food.
French
Chamber
of
Deputies
approved
weak
at
times
and
the
plot
is
not
a
Monday night.
H. H. Hollar at her home in Singers were guests on
*
*
»
You will also appreciate the
the government's budget calling for masterpiece by any means, but Mary
Glenn, last week-end.
quiet, restful rooms in this
Miss Martha Creighton, State Super- 3,000,000,000 francs to strengthen the Peters is not a story of plot; it is the
»
*
*
modern,well-equipped hostelhistory of a family which revolfes
# •
visor of Home Economics Education national armaments.
Annie Glenn Darden visited Mrs.
ry... the newest in the loop.
On July 19, 1934, Mr. Baldwin, act- around the central figure of the book
was a visitor at college on Monday,
Russell Holt, of Washington, D. C,
ing
Prime
Minister,
announced
that
and a family representative of the late
November 12.
over the week-end.
»
*
*
in
the
next
five
years
Great
Britain
New England life. The last part of
*
*
*
SPACIOUS
will
spend
$100,000,000
in
adding
41
the book is like the fifth act of The
Miss Nellie Walker, Mrs. Lucibel
LOBBY
Louise Garniss was the guest of Mrs.
Crookshank and Miss Sallie H. Blosser new squadrons containing 460 fight- Merchant of Venice. It is valuable
I In the spacious block-long
Durham, at her home in Charlottesfor only two reasons: the descriptions
spoke to various groups at a teachers ing planes to its air fleet.
lobby, amid settings rich In*"""
ville, last week-end.
Germany has recently increased .her and the completion of the circle of
conference in Millboro, Virginia, on
*
*'
*
refinement, you meet your
the New Virginia Curriculum. Miss budgetary armament 33 per cent. The Mary's life. As we see her sitting,
friends—for that date—with1
Mary Edna Glenn visited in the
women,
by
a
recent
edict,
are
relegated
white-haired,
under
the
maples,
we
Walker spoke to the Primary group,
out
jostling through a crowd.
home of Mrs. W. F. Driver, of New
Mrs. Crookshank spoke to the Gram- to the home, there to raise large fam- think of her saying, "The lines are
Market over the week-end.
mar Grade Group and Miss Blosser to ilies. For what? Apparently for fallen unto me in pleasant places; yea
»
*
*
WALNUT
purpose of war. Teachers in the com- I have a goodly heritage."
the High School Group.
ROOM
*
»
*
Ayleen Graham was the guest of
0
mon schools are ordered by the govMrs. M- M. Gailey, Jr., at her home
"LATE CLIMBS THE SUN"
|ln the beautiful Walnut Room
The members of the Frances Sale ernment to impress upon their pupils
in Charlottesville, the past week-end. club sponsored a tea in Alumna: Hall, that they must "build themselves
you are entertained with
It has been pointed out in The Sun
radio's favorite orchestra. A
Wednesday at 4:30. Those in the re- physically to be militant members of
delightful and vibrant floor
Faculty Notes
ceiving line were: Eleanor Ziegler, a militant people." Chairs of the Sci- Dial that Randolph-Macon should be
show is featured nightly.
president of the club, .Mrs. Cook, Miss ence of War. have been established in especially interested in Late Climbs the
Robertson, Roberta Jones, Geraldine some of the leading universities of Sun, by Gladys Bagg Taber, and so it
Dr. Converse went to the C. C. C.
should, for the third and fourth parts
Potts, Annie Williams, and Lucille Germany.
BIERcamp No. 3 on the Skyline Drive,
The Hitler Jugend is a glorified boy of the book are laid here, with "hints
STVETE
Smiley. Tea was served by Agnes
Wednesday, November 7. He spoke
scout movement organized along mili- of familiar persons and places. But
Mason and Evangeline Sheets.
to the men there taking a part in the
I In the cozy Bierstube with its
tary lines with all the attractions of the book, of course, is more than this;
program of National Education AsquaintOld-World atmosphere
uniforms, military bands and the in- it is the story of Katherine Allen.
I See By The Papers signia of rank.
you
may join the gay Bavarian
sociation Week.
Mrs. Taber has made her heroine live
» * *
Ensemble
singers and danc(Continued from Page Two)
In our own country sixty-four cents for the reader, from the formative
ers in their rollicking songs.
Dr. Gifford will give a talk at the food was established, English law re- of every dollar paid in taxes go for years when Kathie felt herself to be
Methodist Church on Sunday, Novem- quired every farmer to plant potatoes. wars past, present, and future.
part of her parents, through the strugRooms without bath, $2.50
ber 18 th on the Cost of Crime.
In Germany the laws were severe,
The Soviet Union is feverishly build- gle of adolescence to be a separate inRooms with bath, $3.50 up
*
*
»
failure to plant potatoes calling for the ing airplanes. She is drilling both men dividual, to the happiness which finally
Mrs. Clara Whiple Cournyn will penalty of a nose or an ear cut off. and women for military service. The came to her somewhat late in life.
broadcast from Station WRVA, Rich- France was the last of the countries to U. S. S. R. has a trained army of 3,- The little girl characterization is very
mond, at 6: JO. Her program will be adopt it as a food, the teaching in 500,000 men and on short notice can good, as is the portrayal of the mature
as follows:
those days being that potatoes were out into the field 18,000,000 men. woman, but it is the picture of the
Sapphic by Brahms.
poisonous, developed many diseases, and Japan knows this and is working day college struggles which are, perhaps,
RANDOLPH AT LA JALLE (U|(AG0!
Alia Stelle Confidente by Rabandi. impoverished the soil.
and night to keep up the race. In the most vivid and living. The war
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Internes To
Study In Capitol

World News
RIOTS IN FRANCE marked the
celebration of Armistice Day while
the rest of the world was acclaiming
peace. The ex-head of the French
Cabinet, M. Gaston Doumergue, was
highly lauded by crowds in Paris, while
ex-Premier Herriot was in actual
danger from rioters. Fear of the rearming of Germany, coupled with the
disputes in the Chamber of Deputies,
was the chief cause of the disturbance.

Mat, 2 -4 P.M.—Eve. 7:15 - 9 P. M.
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Plans and hopes for a directed train?
Delicious Candies
ing in public affairs, which were first
Attractive Thanksgiving Boxes
voiced at the 1933 Congress of the
National Student Federation, now
stand rrtdy*for fulfillment and per—with—
WILLIAMSON DRUG
CLAUDETTE COLBERT
manent operation in the completion
Scribblers
WARREN WILLIAM
of the organization of the National
STORE
Polly Schuler, chief scribe, presided
Wednesday and Thursday
Institution of Public Affairs, the plan at the regular meeting of Scribblers
T-! spra i-rr-r
■1
November 21-22
for which was presented at the Fed- which was held Monday night in Miss
WHEELER and WOOLSEY in
eration convention by Mr. Chester H. Bojc's apartment. Kay Carpenter read
"KENTUCKY KERNELS"
H
"One of the STATE'S' Finest!"
McCall, assistant to the secretary of the manuscript which was composed
ft
— A/R-COiVDIT/o/
of poems by Polly Schuler and Kay
commerce, upon the suggestion of SecFriday Only, November 23
JAPAN, who has been causing so
Carpenter. Mr. Logan began reading
retary Roper. One more tribute to the a paper which he wrote on "Alice B.
ANOTHER BIG
much worry on the part of British and
THEATRE
ability of young people to throw them- Toklas," by Gertrude Stein. DelightSTAGE and SCREEN SHOW
American naval authorities, joined
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
selves into a worthy project with ful refreshments were served by Miss
with four other nations in a worldNovember 16 and 17
Boje.
energy
and
results
is
found
in
the
co50O0O00000»OO0O0»O00000O0Of
wide radio broadcast in advocating
* ON THE STAGE *
operation and advice offered by the
peace on Armistice Day. "Japan," she
NSFA committee appointed to aid the
, Lanier
The Largest Plant in the
Aldrich's
organization
of
the
Institution
last
The
program
of
the
Lanier
meeting
says, "is the mainstay of peace on the
SHENANDOAH VALLEY
Imperial Hawaiians
winter.
Friday evening centered on the life Pacific Ocean."
NATIVE SINGERS and DANCERS
and
writings
of
Sidney
Lanier.
The
As the result of months devoted to
S. BLATT
Late of Steel Pier, Atlantic City and
the revision and development of those entire program was carried on by the
CBS Network
_PREDICTIONS
FOR
CONGRESS
plans, the National Institution now new members.
* SCREEN ATTRACTION *
Dry Cleaning and
indicate that the next legislature will
looks forward to its inaugural training
Charlie Chan's
Lee ■
be rapid in response to President'
Dyeing
in the practical operation of governPoems and papers on the life and Roosevelt's leadership. With a Demoment during February and March,
Courage"
47 East Market Street
133 S, and hopes to complete the selec- character of Robert E. Lee were read cratic majority in both houses, electwith WARNER OLAND
tion of eligible college students and by the new members at the regular
HARRISONBURG, VA.
MON.—TUES.—WED.
meeting of Lee. At the short busi- ed mainly for their support of the
graduates before Christmas.
November 19-20-21
New Deal, there should be almost no
ness
session
afterwards,
Margaret
Stressing the "internship" planShank
was
elected
critic
of
the
soopposition
to
the
president's
policies.
"Peek's Bad Boy"
30000000000000000000000000; under which each student will serve
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SEVEN MILLION PERSONS are
JACKIE COOPER
cial, receiving instruction at the same
Work Done While You Wait
Page
provided for by the PWA, according
and THOMAS MEIGHAN
time—the Institution will offer, a proWe Deliver To You Free
The new members of Page took to a statement by Administrator
gram of study and training in Washcharge of the meeting Friday night Harold L. Ickes after a recent survey
J. T. LOKER, PROP.
ington which will include:
STRANJ
MM
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* 4* E. Market St.* $
1. Conferences and forums with and gave in the form of a game— of the department. Two million are
*"-*
TIIEATBE
3OO0OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO> high governmental officials and sub- that of guessing movie stars' names. receiving direct employment, and it
WED.—THUR.—NOV. 21-22
is estimated that 5,000,000 dependents
division of students into small groups
i-£i-r^iniT;?irEi^iSirTir~"--r"",,:LL on a tutorial basis for individual con- colleges. Representatives of the Fed- benefit from this outlay. This winter
Will ROGERS
eration are also serving on the Insti—in—
tacts and relations with governmental tution's Student Advisory Committee the figure may go yet higher, since
fJARMAN'S, Inc.
officials.
"David Harum"
j>
to aid the Institution on matters and it is not believed that the peak of
2. Observation of the practical problems of student interest.
PWA employment has been reached.
STATIONERS—PRINTERS
operations of the major functions of
The,system for selecting the Instiwammammmmmttmmmaaaxai
Office Outfitters — Gifts
the Federal Government.
A NEW NAZI order has been issutution's students is quite simple. A
3.
Analysis
of
these
dominant
funcHarrisonburg's Exclusive
faculty nominating committee at each ed, ordering the sterilization of all
nHHBBHMMH
tions, in connection with discussion college and university will choose their "slightly feeble-minded" individuals.
LADIES SHOPPE
groups led by the visiting professors. respective quota of students for th This attempt to further purify the
HOSTETTER'S CUT
4. Application by each student to "internships." These candidates will German race will be carried on with
RALPH'S
a particular case problem of his choice. then compete for final appointment by thorough examinations and direct ac"If It's New We Have It"
RATE STORES
J. The serving of an "internship the Institutions Educational Commit- tion. Persons seeking to avoid comHARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA
which comprehends actual work in a tee on a regional basis determined by pulsory segregation in labor camps
TOILETRIES
PATENT MEDICINES
government agency of particular in- distribution of student population. will be thus prevented from pleading
terest to the student.
Most of the Institutions internships mental inadequacy. The percentage
imnmuttutttmttuiamtwuttmxmmae. 6. A report or thesis by each stu- will be provided without charge A re- of the country's feeble-minded is estiFamous Lunch and
dent on the training program, one stricted number of scholarships will mated at \\% of the total population.
Sandwich Shoppe
copy of which must be submitted to also furnish transportation to and from
the Institution and one to his college. Washington, in addition to room and
For Those Who Are Fussy About
SOVIET RUSSIA, seeking longThat training, supplementing aca- board for the regular two-month train- term loans to extend her industrial
Their Food
GEORGE GALANIS, MANAGER
demic study, will prepare these care- ing period. Varying according to the expansion, will be refused assistance
79 North Main Street
! fully chosen appointees for future
distance of the appointee's residence by Great Britain and the United States.
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service in (1) actual participation in from the capital, these transportation Special trading terms with France
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government and politics, (2) in teach- and living costs will range from $180 would have to be repudiated before
BUY THE BEST
Friddles Restaurant
ing, and (3) in the regular functions to $250.
England would consent to give aid.
of citizenship performed by business Among the qualifications which can- Trade between the United States and
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and
professional
men.
Russia
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distinctly
since
MICK OR MAC1T
didates must have are strong scholastic
Soda Sandwich Shoppe
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On an experimental basis, the 1935 standing, a demonstrated interest in the Soviet Union was accorded recogprogram will be open to four groups: politics and government, qualities of nition, and further loans to her are
A Delicious New 10c Special
»00O00O000000O0OO0O000000i
juniors, seniors, graduate students, and character and ability—especially those decidedly improbable from America.
Each Week—Including "Speedy
%3O00U0000O00000O000O00O0Ot:
recent graduates of accredited insti- having to do with leadership—and
Special," Also Latest Records
1O0O000000O000000000000O00C
tutions who have pursued a substantial good health.
Lilian Gochenonr
Each Week
study of political science and related
The National Institution of Public
EXCLUSIVE MILLINER
"SERVICE with a SMILE"
subjects. The permanent plan, as now Affairs constitutes the first fundaHOSE
UNDERWEAR
anticipated, will be of longer duration mental step in a conscious, objective
124 East Market Street
and therefore will probably emphasize training for public leaders to replace
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the hit-and-miss, haphazard methods
3000OO00O0O00OO0O00OO0OO0& training on a post-graduate level.
Having put forth its best efforts in which have prevailed in the ,past.
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0000000000000000000000000C
connection with the organization of Through its program the Institution
PARISIAN
VISIT OUR STORE
the Institution, NSFA has now taken not only hopes to supplement theoAnd See For Yourself
FOR
up the responsibility of encouraging retical and classroom study of politics
LADIES
READY-TO-WEAR
college students to so prepare them- and government by a knowledge and
Ready-to-Wear
HOSIERY,
UNDERWEAR,
selves as to be eligible for participation training in the practical operation of
Shoes
and
MILLINERY
in the Institution's activities. As it is government; it also looks to the deDry Goods
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the policy of the Institution to co- velopment of a new and most necessary
AND
operate with public-affairs forums tradition which will attract to public
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NEEDS OF AIL KINDS
established by non-partisan organiza- affairs the well-trained young people
tions and as activity in such a forum of high character and ability who are
VISIT OUR NEW HOME
provides equipment for participation becoming increasingly vital to those
in public affairs, many of the NSFA growing complexities of governmental
GREYHOUND BUS
Harrisonburg, Virginia
units have already begun to set up activities.—ELIZABETH ULMAN, Na300800000000000000000000001 these discussion groups at their own tional Student Mirror.
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ICE CREAM STORE
FEATURING HERSHEY'S ICE CREAM
Big Double Dip Cone

5c
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COFFEE SHOP

Visit Joe Key's
Ready — to - Wear and Millinery Department

FOUNTAIN SERVICE
SANDWICHES
• CANDY
TOILET ARTICLES, ETC.
Tickets Sold Here Only for All
Buses Entering and Departing
from City
PHONE

523 FOR INFORMATION

ADDRESS 177 N. MAIN ST.
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